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Abstract
The paper reports for the first time the heat and particle exhaust at the plasma boundary through
various edge diagnostics for the high-performance plasma obtained after pellet injection on
Wendelstein 7-X. The plasma density at the edge is found to be reduced by a factor of 2 in the
high-performance phase, supporting the previously reported density peaking at the plasma
centre. The plasma beta effect on the magnetic topology is reflected by the appearance of the
second strike line, which is well understood with simulation. However, during the rapid decay
phase of the enhanced confinement, a transient localized heat flow of up to 16 MWm−2 is
observed at the leading edge of a poorly cooled divertor component, which has not been
understood but raises concerns about machine safety.
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1. Introduction

In the first divertor campaign on Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) [1–
4], a spontaneous but transient increase of the global energy
confinement time τE exceeding the empirical ISS04-scaling
was observed after the injections of frozen hydrogen pel-
lets [5–8]. The highest volume averaged plasma beta ⟨β⟩ of
∼1% was also achieved in such post-pellet phases with meas-
ured diamagnetic energies above 1 MJ. A reduction of tur-
bulence led by strong density peaking was considered to be
the main reason for such a transition to high-performance
plasmas [5, 7–9]. While the record triple product is obtained
in the post-pellet phase, the duration of this enhanced per-
formance was limited to only a few hundred milliseconds
and was terminated by a fast-decay of the confined energy,
for which the reason is not fully understood. Recent studies
suggest that subdominant kinetic ballooning modes may pro-
mote increased transport driven by ion temperature gradient as
plasma β is raised [10, 11].

Heat and particle exhaust inW7-X is governed by the island
divertor [12, 13]. Plasma lost from the confined region is
guided by the open field lines inside the helical island chains
at the boundary until they intersect with the plasma-facing
components (PFCs). According to periodicity and stellarator-
symmetry (a flip-symmetry in one period), ten divertor units
are distributed toroidally with five in the upper and five
in the lower part of the machine [14, figure 1 therein].
The intrinsic 3D magnetic topology at the edge leads to
a higher level of complexity in the scrape-off layer phys-
ics than that in the tokamak [15], including the investigated
toroidal plasma current [16] and beta effects [17], particle
drifts [18], counter-streaming flows [19] and transport in the
shadowed region [20]. While steady-state power detachment
has been demonstrated successfully in various experimental
conditions [21], the heat and particle exhaust in the above-
mentioned high-performance plasma has not been investigated
in detail.

The paper is structured in the following sections. In
section 2, the overview of a typical high-performance dis-
charge will be presented. Afterward, the particle exhaust will
be analyzed in detail with the measurement from divertor
Langmuir probes (LPs) and various video diagnostics. A com-
parison of plasma beta effects on the power load between sim-
ulation and experimental results will be presented in section 4.
Furthermore, the up-down and toroidal asymmetries of the
power deposition during the fast-decay event will be shown.
Finally, we conclude with a summary of the obtained results.

2. Discharge overview

The enhanced confinement after pellet fueling has been well
observed experimentally in various magnetic configurations
including standard (boundary n/m= 5/5, where n and m are
toroidal and poloidal mode numbers respectively), high-iota
(5/4), and low-iota (5/6) magnetic configurations [6]. The
overview plot for one typical high-performance discharge in

Figure 1. Overview of a high-performance discharge with
measurements including various edge diagnostics. The high-beta,
the fast-decay, and the low-beta phases are marked in orange,
purple, and pink, respectively. (a) ECRH heating power PECRH in
solid black line and the total plasma radiation Prad measured by
bolometers in dashed red line. (b) The edge electron density
estimated from a Thomson scattering volume inside the LCFS [42,
43] and the line-integrated electron density

´
ndl by the

interferometer [44]. (c) The diamagnetic energyWdia by diamagnetic
loop and the total divertor power load Pdiv extrapolated from 8
divertor modules in modules 1 to 4 by infrared thermography. (d)
The divertor peak heat flux qpeak among all the 8 analyzed divertor
modules and the calculated total wetted area Awet. (e) The divertor
ion saturation current jsat measured and averaged over 10 upper and
10 lower divertor LPs in module 5, and the divertor neutral pressure
Pn,div averaged from the three pressure gauges close to the divertor
pumping gap (AEI30, AEI50, and AEI51) [28]. (f ) The C2+ flow
velocity VC2+ measured by CIS at the same ROI as shown in [19,
figure 1(b) therein] and the C2+ intensity IC2+ averaged over the full
camera sensor. (g) The total photon flux for Hα (in black) and C-III
(in red) radiation integrated over all the PFCs captured by available
spectroscopic cameras and extrapolated to 10 divertor modules. Hα

photon flux is derived from 8 cameras from machine modules 1 to 4,
while C-III is derived from one camera monitoring at module 1
lower divertor. (h) The averaged heat flux profile over all the
divertor elements at the lower iota part for machine modules 1 to 4.
Location 0 is defined as the pumping gap end of the target.

standard magnetic configuration is shown in figure 1. Three
time periods are investigated in detail: time range 1.71 s to
1.74 s the high-beta phase with ⟨β⟩ of ∼1%, 1.82 s the fast-
decay event, and 1.97 s to 2.0 s, the low-beta phase with ⟨β⟩
of ∼0.6%. Here the plasma volume averaged beta is simply
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estimated as ⟨β⟩= 2µ0P
B2 ≈ 4µ0Wdia

3B2V , where µ0 is the vacuum
magnetic permeability constant, P the average plasma pres-
sure, Wdia the measured diamagnetic energy, B the magnetic
field strength (2.52 T for this discharge), V the plasma volume
(30 m3 in W7-X).

The plasma is heated solely by electron cyclotron resonance
heating (ECRH) with a step-like increase of heating power
from 2 MW to about 5 MW and remains constant for the
labelled three time periods. The plasma radiated power is kept
to be low (<1 MW), except for the sharp burst induced by
the fast-decay event. Similarly, the toroidal plasma current is
rather small and is ignored in the simulation of plasma beta
effects in section 4. During the first pellet injection phase
from ∼0.4 s to ∼1.1 s, the line integrated electron density´
ndl increases from ∼1.1× 1019 m2 to ∼8.8× 1019 m2 due

to the efficient core fuelling. A slight drop of
´
ndl is observed

in the post-pellet phase but remained at a high level above
7.2× 1019 m2. The edge electron density estimated from a
Thomson scattering volume inside the last closed flux surface
(LCFS) is also presented in figure 1(b). In contrast to

´
ndl, an

increase in edge density is observed after the high-beta phase.
Details comparing the edge plasma parameters between both
beta phases will be presented in section 4.

The increase of the diamagnetic energy (Wdia) is not only
during the pellet injection phase but also after that. Such spon-
taneous increase ofWdia associated with the increase of energy
confinement timewas linked to a density peakingwith a result-
ing reduction of turbulence transport [5]. However, the max-
imum Wdia of ∼1.15 MJ lasts only ∼200 ms, and ends with
a fast loss of energy of ∼45% within ∼50 ms. This amount
of energy escaping from the separatrix is mainly deposited
onto the 10 divertor modules as measured from the wide-angle
infrared thermography [14, 22–24], with the field of view cov-
ering all divertor targets. Only ∼10% of this fast energy loss
is dissipated by plasma radiation measured by the bolomet-
ers [25]. The induced peak heat flux (qpeak) on the target due
to the event is ∼16 MWm−2. The total divertor wetted area
(Awet) is calculated by integrating the integral power decay
length on each divertor element [26]. An increase of Awet of
∼40% is found in the low-beta phase over that in the high-
beta phase, which corresponds to a narrower main strike line
observed in the high-beta phase.

The averaged divertor ion saturation current jsat measured
by LPs [27] shows the disappearance of the ‘noise’ after the
end of the pellet injection phase at∼1.2 s. This ‘noise’ feature
re-occurs after the fast-decay event, with the signal baseline
doubled, indicating an increased particle flux at the edge.
A detailed understanding of the jsat measurement, especially
its correlation with the strike line location will be presen-
ted in section 3.1. The averaged divertor neutral pressure at
the pumping gap (Pn,div) measured by pressure gauges [28]
shows an increase of ∼20% in the low-beta phase compared
with the high-beta phase. During the fast-decay event, both
measurements suggest an expulsion of particles toward the

divertor, consistent with the heat flux measurement. More
details regarding the particle exhaust will be presented in
section 3.

Previous studies show that in typical gas-fuelled ECRH-
heated attached plasmas, the C2+ velocity (VC2+) measured by
coherence imaging spectroscopy (CIS) has a strong depend-
ence on the line-averaged electron density [19]. However, this
is not the case in this pellet-induced high-performance plasma,
where the VC2+ is increased by a factor of ∼6 in the low-
beta phase compared to the high-beta phase, despite an even
decreased line-averaged density. One possible explanation for
this observation may be the generally enhanced particle trans-
port leading to a higher plasma density at the edge in the
low-beta phase, and VC2+ is more linked to the edge density
rather than the line-averaged one. The C2+ intensity is cor-
related closely with the total plasma radiation. Interestingly,
the intensity and the velocity of C2+ peak at different times,
although they are derived from the same camera. A delay of
∼60 ms is found in the velocity signal of C2+. Such delay of
peaking is also observed in theHα and C-III radiation obtained
from multiple spectroscopic cameras [29]. The reason for this
delay is currently not clear. However, the peak of the edge
density is also observed to be delayed relative to the fast-decay
event, as illustrated in figure 1(b). This suggests a correlation
between these edge spectroscopic measurements and the edge
density. While the C-III radiation is slightly higher in the low-
beta than in the high-beta phase, the Hα radiation is enhanced
by 100%, which is in agreement with the jsat measurement.
Due to the low camera frame rate of 25Hz, theHα cameras are
not fast enough to capture the fluctuations as has been shown
in the jsat signal.

The time evolution of the averaged heat flux profile on
the horizontal target is shown in figure 1(h). The location
of the pumping gap is defined as location 0. A narrower
strike line is observed after the pellet injection phase after
∼1.2 s, which seems to be correlated with the ‘noise-free’
behaviour of jsat. The strike line location effect on the jsat
measurement will be detailed in section 3.1. A clear differ-
ence between the high and the low-beta phases can be sum-
marized as follows: In the high-beta phase, the strike line is
obviously much narrower compared with the low-beta phase.
Furthermore, a second strike line can be observed at a distance
of ∼0.4m from the pumping gap during the high-beta phase,
which becomes weaker but is still visible in the log-scale
colorbar in the low-beta phase. Thirdly, the location of the
main strike line is closer to the pumping gap in the high-beta
phase, which is in general beneficial for a higher Pn,div [30,
31]. Thus, the actual measured lower Pn,div in the high-beta
phase can only be attributed to a much lower plasma density
at the vicinity of the divertor. Finally, a significantly broader
and stronger heat load appears at the fast-decay event, in line
with the described larger values of Awet and qpeak. More details
on the understanding of heat transport will be presented in
section 4.
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3. Particle exhaust

It is clear from the previous section that a reduced level of
particle flux to the divertor by a factor of 2 is measured dur-
ing the high-performance phase, both from the divertor LPs
and the Hα spectroscopic cameras. However, we investigate
these measurements further in detail in this section, regard-
ing the potential influence of the strike line movement on the
jsat measurement and also the effect of the second strike line
on the particle exhaust. A broader deposition area during the
fast-decay event is observed and will also be presented in this
section.

3.1. LP measurement

In the W7-X Operation Phase 1.2, 20 graphite facetted flush-
mounted LPs [27] are installed in identical locations in the two
divertor modules placed in the machine modules 5 upper and
5 lower. More specifically, they are located in the target mod-
ule 3, element numbers 3 and 4 (TM3h3, TM3h4), forming
two columns along the respective target element. In this dis-
charge, only the data measured by LPs at TM3h3 are avail-
able and therefore used. In figure 2(a) the heat flux map (non-
area-preserving projection developed in [14]) averaged over
the time window of the high-beta phase on divertor module 5
upper is shown, where the LP tips are visible but rendered with
artificial heat flux values due to the uncertainty on the emissiv-
ity of the probe tips. The second strike line can barely be seen
here. Notice that the better visibility of the second strike line
in figure 1(h) is due to the reduced noise level by the aver-
aging of target elements and divertor modules. Due to this
processing of the data, the remaining error field effects [32,
33] on the toroidal asymmetric heat distribution are also
compensated.

To investigate the strike line movement effect on the jsat
measurement, we take a closer look at both the heat flux profile
and the 10 jsat measurements at the divertor element TM3h3
as shown in figure 2(b). Here, the main error sources of the
jsat measurements are the scatter in the data caused by plasma
fluctuations. Due to the beta effect (details see section 4), the
strike line on the whole low-iota part of the target is typically
closer to the pumping gap by ∼3cm in the high-beta phase
than in the low-beta phase. Such movement adds doubts in
a direct comparison of the jsat measurements in the different
phases, as most of the LPs are located closer to the strike line
in the low-beta phase. As a result, it becomes unclear if the
measured high jsat in the low-beta phase is due to the higher
particle exhaust or purely to the island separatrix being closer
to the LPs. To disentangle this effect, we deliberately adjusted
the LP measurements and their corresponding strike line pro-
file on the divertor element TM3h3 during the low-beta phase,
shifting them towards the pumping gap by ∼2.5cm, as illus-
trated in figure 2(c). This manipulation ensured alignment of
the peak locations of the strike line profiles across both beta
phases. While jsat in both beta phases exhibit a similar trend of
exponential decay, the magnitudes in the high-beta phase are

between 40%–60% of those observed in the low-beta phase. It
is noteworthy that the three probes situated farthest from the
pumping gap at a distance of ∼0.4m are influenced geomet-
rically by the second leg of the island due to the beta effects,
where additional particle influx is anticipated in the high beta
phase (detailed explanation see section 4). We can conclude
from the above analysis that the global particle exhaust is
reduced by∼50% in the high-beta phase regardless of the geo-
metric effect of the strike line.

In figure 2(c), we examine the temporal evolution of dif-
ferent probes. During the low-beta phase, considerable fluc-
tuations are observed in the probe nearest to the strike line
(LP_10), while the neighboring probe (LP_09) positioned just
∼2.5cm away shows much less fluctuation. The jsat signal
averaged from both LP_04 and LP_05 shows a rather mitig-
ated fluctuation for both beta phases. As a result, the averaged
jsat signal from all LPs (also plotted in figure 1(e)) is notably
influenced by LP_10 due to its strongly enhanced fluctuations.

To quantify the fluctuation level of the jsat signal, the relat-
ive standard deviation (Rstd) is calculated, where the standard
deviation of jsat during each phase is divided by its mean value.
Rstd facilitates the comparison of fluctuation levels account-
ing for variations in the baseline value of jsat resulting from
different magnitudes of particle influx to each LP. The Rstd
of LP_10 is rather prominent in the low beta phase, whereas
all other probes exhibit significantly lower Rstd values across
both beta phases. As depicted in figure 2(c), LP_10 resides at
the periphery of the peaking region of the strike line during the
low-beta phase. This positioning not only leads to a higher jsat,
but also yields an increase of Rstd by approximately a factor of
4. Consequently, it can be inferred that the fluctuations in the
jsat measurement primarily stem from particle transport along
the main heat channel (separatrix) from the upstream towards
the divertor. Conversely, fluctuations in jsat remain compar-
atively minor in the remote divertor regions, away from the
pumping gap. This is consistent with previous studies that fil-
aments in W7-X are primarily confined to their respective flux
surfaces and do not exhibit ballistic radial motion [34].

3.2. Spectroscopic and visible camera measurements

For the defined high-beta, fast-decay, and low-beta phases,
spectroscopic and visible cameras provide direct insights into
the particle exhaust. In figure 3 narrower Hα radiation belts
close to the pumping gap and globally reduced radiation
intensity on the targets are observed in the high-beta phase
compared with the low-beta phase, which reflects the mitig-
ated main ion flux in the high-beta phase as discussed in pre-
vious sections. The appearance of the second radiation belt is
also clearly visible in the remote area away from the pumping
gap. This second radiation belt suggests a second channel for
particle exhaust in the high-beta phase. Further confirmation
for this is found in the image captured by a visible camera that
a clear narrow second radiation belt appears during the high-
beta phase, indicating plasma-wall interaction at this location
rather remote from the pumping gap.
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Figure 2. Demonstration of the strike line movement effect on jsat measurements. (a) The heat flux map on the low-iota part of divertor
module 5 upper averaged over the high-beta phase, where LP arrays are located within the region marked by a purple dotted line, target
element TM3h3 in black arrow, and the location of the second strike line in yellow dotted line. The locations of LP_05 and LP_04 are
indicated in green. (b) The heat flux profile on TM3h3 for both the high-beta (red) and the low-beta phases (blue), as well as the
corresponding jsat measurements in dots with the estimated error bar. Locations of LP 10, 9, 5, and 4 are indicated and used for the analysis
in (d). (c) The low-beta measurements in (b) are shifted towards the pumping gap by ∼2.5cm. (d) The comparison of jsat by averaging the
signals measured from the 2 LP_10 (blue), from the 2 LP_09 (orange), from all the 20 LPs at TM3h3 (green), and from all the 4 LP04 and
LP05 probes (red) in both module 5 upper and lower. The high-beta, the fast-decay, and the low-beta phases are indicated in the same color
as shown in figure 1. (e) The relative standard deviation of the jsat for all the LPs and for both the high-beta (red dots) and the low-beta (blue
cross) cases.

At the fast-decay event, both Hα and the visible camera
show strong radiation intensity with a broader radiating area.
The strong photon flux actually saturates the visible camera at
the moment of the fast event. Nevertheless, a speck of bright

dust is observed to flake off and fly away from the outside
edge of the horizontal target as shown in figure 3(f ). This area
is typically not loaded by hot plasma in the vacuum stand-
ard magnetic configuration. However, it must have received
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Figure 3. Measurements from different video diagnostics during the high-beta phase (left column), the fast-decay phase (middle column),
and the low-beta event (right column). (a)–(c) Total photon flux obtained from Hα camera monitoring divertor module 1 lower targets.
(d)–(f ) One of the visible cameras (AEQ31) tangentially monitoring part of the vertical target and low iota part of the horizontal target in
module 4 lower.

much higher heat and particle fluxes by the broader deposition
pattern during the fast event. The transient temperature rise at
that spot erodes the deposited layer on the surface forming the
observed flying dust.

4. Plasma beta effect on the power load

Plasma beta effects on the divertor heat load have been
predicted previously with the equilibrium code VMEC +
EXTENDER [35] coupled with a simple diffusive field line
tracing (DFLT) code [36], where the second strike line has
been predicted to be present with ⟨β⟩ of 2% [37, figure 4.2(b)
therein]. Due to the missing physics in the simple DFLT [20],
an anisotropic diffusion model [38] was proposed and coupled
with equilibria calculated with HINT code. This simulation
shows again a clear second strike line with central beta βax of
5% [17, figure 8 therein]. Due to the high-performance phase
triggered by the pellet injection in this discharge, it becomes
very interesting to verify the prediction with experimental res-
ults at ⟨β⟩ ∼ 1% for the first time. For the heat flux simula-
tion, the EMC3-Lite code [13] is applied here, which includes
physics such as a Bohm sheath boundary condition, parallel
electron conduction, and perpendicular heat diffusion. This
code has been extensively verified with experimental results
together with the updated DFLT_rev method and shows good
prediction capabilities [31]. The reversible field line mapping
technique [39] implemented in the EMC3-Lite reduces the cal-
culation time from hours to minutes compared with the tradi-
tional FLT with the same statistical quality. Due to its sim-
plifications (no neutral and impurity interaction), the use of
EMC3-Lite code is limited to high power attached conditions,
suitable for the investigated high-performance discharge.

Two equilibriumfields are calculated using theVMEC code
with ⟨β⟩ values of ∼0.6% and ∼1%, respectively, aiming
for a good match to the experimental low-beta and high-beta

phases. The fields outside the confined region are produced
by the EXTENDER code using a virtual casting principle.
Figure 4 shows the wall-to-wall connection length (Lc) over-
laid with Poincaré plots at the toroidal angle of ϕ =−15◦ for
both plasma-beta cases. The geometric change of the bound-
ary islands is reflected by the modified internal field-line pitch
angle (Θ) inside the island [12], such that a global reduction of
Lc inside the island by ∼100m is found in the high-beta case.
Also, larger islands are formed at the edge in the simulated
high-beta case. This leads to an inward shift of LCFS towards
the magnetic axis and a displacement of the main strike lines
closer to the pumping gap. Theoretically, the increasedΘ con-
tributes to a higher ratio of parallel to perpendicular transport
for the high-beta phase, which would lead to a narrower strike
line width. It is also interesting to see that the second leg of
the island (separatrix main heat channel with Lc > 500m) is
closer to the divertor with a reduced distance from ∼7cm in
the low-beta case to∼3cm in the high-beta case. The complex
geometric change of the island leads to a larger intersection
area between the main heat channel and the target in the high-
beta phase as shown in figure 5 and as a result, the shadowed
area with Lc < 35m between the second strike leg of the island
and the target in the poloidal cross-section (shown in figure 4)
is reduced. The closer second leg of the island to the diver-
tor target provides higher heat and particle flux to the target
directly from the separatrix through perpendicular transport,
which explains the observed second strike line and radiation
belt seen in the experimental high-beta phase.

The divertor Lc map is compared with the experimental
heat flux distribution as shown in figure 5. The location and
shape of the divertor strike lines are tightly controlled by the
interaction between the main heat channel and the divertor.
The rather toroidally extended strike line on the vertical tar-
get in the high-beta phase is consistent with the extension of
the Lc map. Besides the main strike lines, a segmented toroidal
stripe with Lc ∼ 500m appears in the middle radial location of
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Figure 4. Comparison of connection length overlaid with Poincaré plots at a toroidal angle of ϕ =−15◦ between low and high-beta
phases. The second leg of the island is marked by a green dashed arrow, and its distance to the target is also indicated.

Figure 5. Experimental heat flux map averaged over modules 1–4 ((a), (b)) and the simulated divertor Lc map ((c), (d)). (a), (c) and (b), (d)
is for the low-beta, and the high-beta case, respectively. The dashed circle in orange indicates the location of a segmented toroidal stripe
with long Lc.

the low iota part for both the high- and low-beta phases. This
comes from the intersection of the divertor with the island O
point at different toroidal angles as suggested in figure 4. Due
to its remote location from the separatrix and dominant paral-
lel heat conduction in this discharge, no hot plasma is found
to be deposited via the O point.

To simulate the divertor heat loads, the EMC3-Lite model
requires the upstream electron temperature and density as

inputs to solve the energy transport equation ∇· (−κe∇∥T−
χn∇⊥T) = 0 [13]. For this discharge, Thomson scattering res-
ults are properly fitted and mapped to the equilibrium field
of the high- and low-beta phases as shown in figure 6 (the
region with an effective minor radius reff > 0.3m is plotted
there). Due to the plasma beta effect, the LCFS is shifted
inward in the high-beta phase. While the measured electron
temperature at the LCFS (Te,LCFS) shows a small increase of
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Figure 6. Comparison between the experimental and simulated heat flux profiles. (a), (b) Electron temperature and density, respectively,
measured from Thomson scattering in the high (red) and the low (blue) beta phases (time windows see figure 1). The LCFS positions for
both phases are marked by dash lines with respective colors. The upstream parameters used in the EMC3-Lite code are listed in the table. (c)
The experimental heat flux profile (dots), the simulated heat flux profile (solid curve), and the simulated divertor Lc (dashed curve). All the
profiles are averaged over the entire low iota part and, in addition, averaged over modules 1–4 for the experimental results. The integral
power decay lengths for different profiles are listed in the legend. The high-beta, the low-beta, and the fast-decay event are marked in red,
blue, and purple respectively.

20%, the electron density ne,LCFS is observed to decrease by
40% in the high-beta compared to the low-beta phase. Such a
decrease in the upstream density is consistent with the previ-
ously shown reduced particle flux on the divertor. The uncer-
tainty of Thomson scattering data is accounted for in the fit-
ting process as shown in figure 6 and is considered to have
a rather small influence on the conclusion of the simulation
results.

In figure 6(c), the experimental and simulated heat flux pro-
files are compared for the high-beta and the low-beta phases
together with simulated divertor Lc. The strike line position is
closer to the pumping gap in the high-beta phase as indicated
also by the divertor Lc. To quantify the strike linewidth, the tra-
ditionally used integral power decay length defined as λint,t =´
q(s)ds/qmax is calculated for all the profiles. Compared with

the low-beta phase, the experimental λint,t shows a decrease
of 23% for the high-beta phase, but a substantial increase of
44% during the fast-decay event. Such a broad heat flux pro-
file during the fast event is consistent with the large wetted area
and the wide radiation belts described in previous sections.
The rather small second peak at ∼0.42m from the pumping
gap is observed for both the simulation and experimental res-
ults for the high-beta phase. For the EMC3-Lite simulation,
we assume a constant anomalous conductivity in the direction
perpendicular to the magnetic field χ = χi +χe = 3 m2 s−1

and found a good agreement with the experimental results. A
fine-tuning of χ to get a perfect match is not the purpose of

this study. The same level of χ for both the high and the low-
beta phases suggests that the narrower heat flux profile in the
high-beta phase is mainly due to the shorter Lc, higher elec-
tron temperature, and the lower plasma density both measured
at the upstream and the divertor region.

5. Fast-decay event

The fast-decay event has a duration of ∼50 ms for this
discharge and terminates the high-performance phase by
expelling ∼45% of the confined plasma energy to the PFCs.
Although the infrared camera was operated with a limited
frame rate of 100Hz, the rather short exposure time of 5 µs
is beneficial to still capture the evolution of the fast event. The
obvious difference between the heat distribution on the upper
and the lower divertor targets suggests that the strong heat and
particle exhaust during the fast event is likely to be coupled
with the plasma drifts (see figure 7). The baffle load and the
splitting of the main strike lines on both the vertical and hori-
zontal targets only appear on the upper targets. One possible
explanation for these loadsmight be amodifiedmagnetic topo-
logy triggered by strong current filaments expelled during the
fast event.

The remaining error field is considered to cause toroidal
asymmetry of the heat loads in the machine. Such asymmetry
seems to be enhanced during the fast events. Figure 7(c) shows
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Figure 7. The asymmetries of heat flux distributions due to the particle drifts and the remaining error fields. (a), (b) The heat flux map
during the fast-decay event on the divertor and part of the baffle averaged over all the upper and lower targets in modules 1–4, respectively.
(c) The divertor total power for each divertor module from 1 to 4 (l for lower, u for upper) for the three phases.

Figure 8. Peak heat load up to 16 MWm−2 during the fast-decay event on divertor module 2 upper horizontal target at the edge of the
middle divertor part.

the total divertor loads on the different modules for the three
phases. It is clearly seen that the deviation of the total load on
module 2 upper (2u) from the others is stronger for the fast
event than for the low- and high-beta phases. Such asymmetry
seems to be enhanced during the fast event, where the total
divertor load onmodule 2 upper (2u) is increased stronger than
that on the other modules, compared with the low and the high-
beta phase. In fact, the maximum heat flux of 16 MWm−2

is observed at the leading edge of the middle divertor part
in 2u along the main strike line, as shown in figure 8. The
middle divertor part is designed to allow for up to 1 MWm−2

steady-state heat fluxwhenwater cooling is applied [40]. It has
not yet been investigated in detail if such transient high heat
fluxes would pose a risk in future operations, especially with

higher heating power. However, it is an interesting physics
topic to find an operational scheme compatible with the high-
performance discharge and high plasma radiation at the diver-
tor. Impurity seeding is anticipated to keep a high radiation
level and a low plasma density at the edge [41], which is bene-
ficial for a peaked density gradient for turbulence reduction.

6. Conclusion

High-performance discharges obtained with pellet injection
are of great interest in W7-X. The power and particle exhaust
for a typical high-performance discharge is investigated in
detail in this paper with various edge diagnostics. The edge
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plasma density shows a 50% reduction during the high-
performance phase. A second strike line and a radiation belt
are observed and can be explained by the beta-changes to
the boundary islands. These bring the outer second leg of
the island closer to the divertor causing the observations.
Simulated heat flux profiles suggest that the narrower strike
line in the high-beta phase is mainly due to the shorter con-
nection length, higher electron temperature, and lower plasma
density at the edge, rather than a change in the perpendicular
heat conductivity. The splitting of the main strike lines and the
enhanced baffle loads are also observed, for which the reason
is still unknown, but may be linked to a rapid change of mag-
netic topology. The residual error field appears to augment the
localized divertor heat flux at a prominent leading edge, reach-
ing up to 16 MWm−2 during the fast event.
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